A project on organized
crime

Russian Mafia
- The Russian Mafia is located in Russia but they have other territory in other
places like Canada, Spain, France, United States, and etc.
- Russian Mafia originated former Soviet Union.
- They specialized in drugs and human trafficking and other things.
- They remain in power because of their territory they have and other things
- The methods the Russian Mafia use to move there stuff is by ships or
something like that

- I think the Russian Mafia is powerful for having a lot of territory and of their
violence.

Mexican Cartel (Sinaloa Cartel & Los Zetas)
- The Sinaloa cartel originate or is based primarily in the city of Culiacan and
the Los Zetas organization is based in Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas directly
across the border from Laredo Texas
- Sinaloa Cartel specialize in drug trafficking. The Los Zetas specialize about
50% in drug trafficking
- The Sinaloa & Los Zetas both have remained in power from drug trafficking
and other stuff
- The Los zetas are not that powerful but they are powerful in making money

- The Sinaloa Cartel are semi powerful for the territory

La Cosa Nostra (Italian & Sicilian Mob Families)
- The La Cosa Nostra is located in Sicily, Italy
- I think the La Cosa Nostra specialized in racketeering

- The La Cosa Nostra remain in power for how there are more than one leader i
think.
- La Cosa Nostra are powerful for the money they make and territory

YaKuZa
- The YaKuZa are located in Japan
- The organization emerged in the mid-Edo period

- YaKuZa specialize in criminal activities and legitimate businesses
- They remain in power by the number of people in the YaKuZa

- YaKuZa is powerful in number

Triads
- The Triads are located in china
- The organization originate is one of many branches from the chinese criminal
groups
- Triads currently engage in a variety of crimes from extortion and money
laundering to trafficking and prostitution.

- I'm not sure how they did/do remained in power
- Triads smuggle there materials

- The Triads are powerful in trafficking, territory and maybe money

